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About This Game

this is a 2D action game. In transparent mode, you can watch video on the side of playing games, don't you want to try it?

[Game introduction]

 Your strength may be very weak, but your wisdom makes you powerful.

No complex operation, only running and jumping; no dazzling items, only simple and pure gaming experience.

In the transparent mode, you can play games while watching video, to see whether the game is more attractive or the
video is more attractive to you.

[Game features]

An abstract and unique style of painting

A tight and smooth operation experience
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There is no a large number of achievements, but every achievement is the embodiment of your operation(only 4
achievements)

Although it looks like a simple puzzle game, don't believe your first impression
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Title: cell
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
森林纵火犯
Publisher:
森林纵火犯
Release Date: 19 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

English,Simplified Chinese
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my first ever steam review: don't buy this, it's contains just the bare minimum of what is required in order to be considered a
game. it basically plays itself. you just have to stand there and watch the scenery go by. no collision detection at all, run into a
tree? no problem! it contains one single level on which you do 2 laps (yes, a skiing game with laps), and then it just ends. no
back to main menu, no option to quit or do anything. you just stand there until you quit the game from the steam overlay. it all
just feels extremely lazy and unfinished.. pretty good game. That dub is killing me. nice try TaiWan. This is one hell of a story-
driven game! I love the story, it reminds me of Thai Horror Movies and gives me the creeps… It has jump scares AND it has an
eerie vibe to it as well.. it takes place in a haunted hospital which is a first for me – the scary atmosphere makes you feel as if
you are actually at the hospital, I feel sorry for whoever plays it in VR. It gives me flash backs of both Amnesia and Outlast –
the way it is played. If you are looking for a terrifying game then this is the one for you. You will not be disappointed! I know I
wasn’t and I look forward to playing more of this game…I hope I come out sane. Horror game lovers of all kinds, can appreciate
this game.

ROUGH TRANSLATION IN THAI --

นี้เป็นหนึ่งในนรกของเกมเรื่องราวที่ขับเคลื่อนด้วย! ฉันรักเรื่องนี้มันทำให้ผมนึกถึงภาพยนตร์ไทยแนวสยองขวัญและทำให้ผมขนลุก ...
มันมีกลัวกระโดดและก็มีกลิ่นอายที่น่าขนลุกให้เป็นอย่างดี .. มันจะเกิดขึ้นในโรงพยาบาลผีสิงซึ่งเป็นครั้งแรกสำหรับฉัน - น่ากลัว
บรรยากาศที่ทำให้คุณรู้สึกว่าคุณเป็นจริงที่โรงพยาบาลที่ฉันรู้สึกเสียใจสำหรับใครก็ตามที่เล่นมันใน VR
มันทำให้ฉันหลังแฟลชของทั้งสองความจำเสื่อมและ Outlast - วิธีที่จะเล่น หากคุณกำลังมองหาเกมที่น่ากลัวแล้วนี้เป็นหนึ่งสำหรับคุณ
คุณจะไม่ผิดหวัง! ฉันรู้ว่าฉันไม่ได้และผมหวังว่าจะได้เล่นมากขึ้นของเกมนี้ ... ฉันหวังว่าฉันออกมามีสติ
คนรักหนังสยองขวัญเกมทุกชนิดสามารถชื่นชมเกมนี้

Check the gameplay here!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZQPpFCOpFRY. Short Version: This game, althrough better that it's successor, is way too
short and uncreative for a $13 dollar entry price.

Length: This game too me around an hour to complete, but that was extended 20 minutes because  I didn't see a puzzle piece on
the roof in the second room and since I had an issue with  the brain in the third room not allowing the key to come out of the
dummies body. Also, I spent 10 minutes shooting the gun and buildiung the robot in the spawn room. So what essentially is a
40-50 minute game should not cost 13 dollars for puzzles that do not offer anything new or too interesting.

Puzzles: Some of the puzzles were cool. None of them took much thinking which, for me, is what makes escape room games
fun. While the puzzles were fairly simple, they were sometimes fun to solve. I will not go into depth just in case of people not
wanting to know what puzzles they should be looking out for in the game.

Why do I not recomend this: I know I liked some of the puzzles, but none of them were unbelieveably cool. If the game was a
little longer, the puzzles were a little bit more though provoking, or the game a little bit cheaper I would have recomended it, but
that is not the case.. I like it (for the most part).
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This is the review to read if you've played any of the Borderlands series.

TLDR: Good voice acting. Very good graphics. The weapons types are a fraction of BL's. No map. No mini-map. No compass.
No team mates information icons (health bars/status/money/potions). No stats, talents or leveling up. Short campain/high price.

Traveling along with your group, and you want to plan out where you've been; where you want to go; and where you might need
to backtrack? Maybe you want to mark important areas, traps, or doors. Well, here's hoping you have a Sheldon-like memory,
because there is NO MAP. And it can get maze-like sometimes.

But wait you say, just use the mini-map to help guide your group, and keep track of each other during travel and battle. Well
good luck with that too, because there is NOT EVEN A MINI-MAP.

So lets say you just want the bare bones directions to communicate with your group, like: "Hey guys, lets travel North a bit, and
then head East" or "Look out Jim, there's enemies to the South" or " Careful, there's a trap to the West". Nope, none of that is
possible because THERE IS NOT EVEN A COMPASS IN THE GAME.

Not even a ping.

So, let's say you and your group are somehow able to communicate and navigate without even a compass (in an exploration
game from the 1920s?????). At least you can keep an eye on each other's health; poitions; money; ammo and status during travel
and battles, right? Nope, your friend's status bars and health/condition/ammo all are invisibile to everyone. So there will be no
"Careful Jan, your close to dying" or "I see you have no health potions, you take that one" or "Your low on gold, you take the
next treasure".

There are no talents, leveling or stats in the game. You may use aquired gold to purchase additional weapons if you survive till
the end of a mission, and these guns may (or may not) have 1-4 slots to place upgrade stones you find along the way, but that's it
as far as "leveling" goes. I got the gun I wanted, and the 3 gems I wanted, in about 6 hours, which means nothing more for me to
really work for.

Add in a cost of $50, and a campain that lasts 15 hours at best (BL had us playing for 100+ hours) and you have a hugely
disapointing game that has none of the basics in UI or information icons that have been standard in games like this for decades.
Wait for a 50-75% sale is my advice, and then you won't be so let down like we were.. a good fresh game worth playing and
great fun. Insufficient tutorial, poor gameplay, not for 40cent not for 1cent.. I've seen the bad reviews, but then I thought "this
game concept is too cool to fail!"
I was very wrong.
I'm not saying the game will never be great, but this looks very early access.
The graphic is nice, everything else...well, where to start?

- Very slow loadings between any page and any other
- How you customize your smartphone doesn't really influence the game
- Totally unbalanced and unpolished...2Gb RAM with 2Gb ROM in 2019? At 1300$? And someone buys it?
- You should be able to start earlier
- After 1 month, I don't see the developers polishing the game and listening to players
- You can't pause or modify the game speed
- Why can't I get tech points while my employees are idle?
- Why the employees avatar are completely random?
- The employee photos ruin the atmosphere, they're not in line with the rest of the game graphic.
- If I make the smartphone bigger and thicker, I should have the option to get a bigger battery.
- When you choose the color, you have to move the slider, you can't just click where you want
- The fingerprint reader is free? And why can't I put it under the screen?
- Where are foldable smartphones?
- The prices of the displays are unrealistic
- Why are the smartphone prices fixed? Do I sell them all on my website? Then, why can't I customize it? Why can't I choose to
sell on Amazon or on retail stores?
- There's no button to exit from the hire employee screen
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- Full of bugs, for example when the fans diminish, they actually stay the same
- You can't lose: everyone will buy anything
- Why is thickness a good thing?
- Why does it accept absurd camera\/logo etc. positions? At this point, it would be better to not customize it at all
- After a few minutes, it becomes very boring: you make a random smartphone, they develop it, everyone buys it, you become
richer, repeat.

Like one of the reviewer in the game always says, "I'm disappointed with the purchase".. Such an awesome and fun game! I love
puzzle games, and this one is up there with portal. Its funny. Its witty. It has the right amount of challenge to keep you on your
toes. A definite must have for puzzle lovers everywhere.

Oh and the graphics are off the charts.. This is a review of the Special forces and bonus content DLC for Empire total war

There is a great variety of units in this one and alot of powerful ones, from the great organ guns, to bucklys regiment, units like
rogers rangers and ghorkas really can give your forces an advantage in your colonies, and you can't say no to the HMS Victory
or the USS constiution

Units: Bucklys regiment (france), Corsa gurillas tores Spain), Ghoorkas (anyone), Organ guns (Ottomans), Roger's rangers
(britian), HMS victory (britian), Death's head hussars (prussia), USS constiution (USA), Dahomy amazons (anyone). This game
is being sold way too early. If this is going to be a decent tycoon game and I think it could one day be it is litterally 5% done.
There is no real game play at all. You just build rigs make millions of dollars and you cant loose. The quest system is limited to
a guy that shows up and says you owe him money and you never learn why but you just give him like a million dollars.

  At this time I do not recomend this game.
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